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TREASTONE LTD Android 4.4 - Version: 1.158 $0 Raft Survival: Ocean Nomad (MOD, Unlimited Coins) - Ocean Survival Simulator - Raft. Your main goal is to survive on the raft, look for food and water on the islands to last as long as possible. Dive into the depths of the ocean in search of rare items, debris, copper, sand and other
things to make. Expand your raft using ocean resources. In this game you can fish, craft things and use the hook to collect different things. Updated at 1.158 a.m. Ocean Nomad is a new release in a series of ocean survival games with new enemies, items, rpg elements, island survival and ocean exploration by boat. Build and upgrade
your raft to survive in the sea, protect it from sharks and explore the vast world around. Try all of our amazing survival simulator games rolled into one! Features of our game: hundreds of weapons and objects (open world exploration)realistic 3D HD - graphics survival on the islands improved raft buildingTips for the survival of the
apocalypse: Acams of items and resources with you hookLots useful resources in the shark game right under your nose. Chests and barrels floating around always contain vital resources for survival in the sea and the wreckage is really good material for a raft building in ocean games. You can even find items, tools and weapons to
protect the raft, so keep throwing the hook! Craft weapons and armorA mining can easily change the rules and become a hunter in shark games. Make a difficult choice among hundreds of guns, two - handed blade weapons and armor parts to protect you floating base and hunt sharks. Create the perfect arsenal and always be ready for
battle. ⛵ ️ Protect your raftBe ready to evolve and fight for survival at sea with double effort, now that you have another problem to solve. The shark is now joined by swimmers from other survivors games and want to attack the raft. No man can tame a shark and have nowhere to run, so get ready to shoot and swing all night and
day! Soutrac and upgradePay attention to the state of your raft on the water in the survival games in the ocean. It is not enough to tie together a pair of wooden boards without a roof or even walls to feel safe. Be inventive and expand the raft for free in height and width, because the only limitation to create in the survival simulator game
2018 is your imagination. There's also a lot of upgrades for fishing, expanding storage space that you can improve the floating shelter with to help you survive in the ocean. Encement ocean All wondered if there is lost land with forest, jungle and pet pets in this ocean without end? The amazing feature of our island survival game is free
currently performed in this one. Don't sit idly by - dare ocean and islands around. What they hide: horror or fame, the Middle Ages treasures or wild tigers and scary Jurassic dinosaurs or even old plane wreckage? What's more, you can find resources, upgrades for the raft and other items on the islands. You don't need a ship or an ark to
sail to them in a shark game - a simple boat will do, and perhaps the stars will be your guide. Deces the story of the apocalypse Unknown devastating cataclysm has turned the world into an endless ocean and the last survivors are locked on scattered islands, like in prison, dreaming of finding their home. The quest of our game raft to
find them and find out the truth about what happened, find other people who could survive and join them.  Confidence on the raft Allowed release of our offline survival simulator game full of developed enemies, new items and other features that will surprise everyone. Download Ocean Nomad games and embark on an epic survival
adventure. Play without Wi-Fi or internet connection, last as many days as you can and share the results online with your friends! Warning: We are not affiliated with the developers of the original Raft game. Our company Treastone LTD has every right to use the RAFT trademark in the United States (Mark consists of standard symbols
without pretensions to any particular style of font, size or color - Ser. No 87-605,582 FILED 09-12-2017) Home'GamesActionNEW ADVENTURES IN RAFT! Raft Survival Simulator is a survival game where you play a castaway stranded on a raft in the middle of the ocean. Your only goal is to survive by making sure you eat, drink, sleep,
and don't eat sharks... which is actually more complicated than it seems. Just slide your finger around the left side of the screen to move your character in and around the right side to look around. For starters, all you have is a hook with a rope to collect resources from the water: wood, rope, food and so on. One of the most important
elements in Raft Survival Simulator is kraft. You have to build tons of different tools and objects to survive on the raft. You can even upgrade the raft - making it bigger, building walls, and more. Of course, all this is done with the alarming presence of a hungry shark lurking nearby. Raft Survival Simulator is an entertaining survival game
that, unlike many similar Android apps, is actually of high quality. In addition, the game is constantly updated with new tools, weapons, and all different kinds of objects. And as you can see in the screenshots, the graphics are outstanding. 1 9.8.0 70.97MB 1 9.6.0 70.97MB 1 9.4.0 63.9MB 1 9.3.0 63.9MB 1 9.2.0 63.9MB 1 9.1.0 0 1
63.87MB 1 9.1.0 63.87MB 1 8.9.0 63.86MB 1 8.7.0 61.85MB English Network does not require VPN Required Android 4.0.3 and above surviving life to get stuck on a raft in the middle of the ocean! You are no longer stuck on a lonely island, but worse, you are lost in the middle of the ocean! No Only cold cold Water and wild, hungry sea
creatures! Collect debris from the water to make the necessary equipment. Build an axe, a hammer, a rope and other things to create new walls, pillars, shelters. Expand your raft and create a more comfortable life for yourself. Maintain your health by cooking and filtering seawater. Beware of the dangers of the ocean! Especially the shark
coming to destroy the raft and chew on you! The game has an advanced crafting system and will be interesting to people who love crafting, construction, and survival games! FREE Game Features: - Gathering - Collect all the necessary items from the ocean: tools, crafting materials, food and more! - Craft and Construction - Advanced
Crafting System: Objects, Buildings, Floors, Pillars, Rafting Staircases, Tools, - Weapons and More!- Cooking - Prepare food and filter salt water! - Fishing - Try to catch fish and other marine animals so as not to starve to death! - Agriculture - Grow vegetables and palm trees! - Survival - Keep yourself alive at all costs! creatures such as
the fearless shark! - Lots of activities to do - crafting, collecting materials, building, fishing, farming, cooking, fighting sharks! - A real adventure - amazing gameplay and lots of fun guaranteed! - Cool graphics and easy navigation - an easy and memorable game! Beautiful ocean, wind, waves, what else do you need? Your only goal? To
survive! So pull the hook and start the adventure right now! - Fixed doesn't work to save on some devices! - Added new extras! - Optimized 3D models - Fixed floating elements spawning range-Improved elements of the catcher model-Improved model ladder- Common Improvements- Error Fixes Fixes survival on raft crafting in the ocean
mod apk android 1. survival on raft mod apk android 1. raft survival multiplayer mod apk android 1. survival on raft ocean nomad mod apk android 1. raft survival ultimate mod apk android 1. download game survival on raft mod apk android 1. raft survival forest mod apk android 1. download raft survival 2 apk android
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